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[Thes One] Ay yo, FYI this is DYI until im DOA and my
RIP say BFD this SOB he's SOL and that's G2G Sorry
he'll be missed and the fans will be pissed But Chris
left behind like 99 zip disks The dead sea scrolls on the
MPC VIP from the UFO he'll KIT To the PUTS dropping
mad UPCs All MCs freeze when they check the YTD's On
soundscan I clown man IXT FP Y'all dudes treatin rap
like a RPG like WOW We is double lend me the
controller Stay rumbling like a fucking PS3 Yo the P
blowing up this DVD But I am on my flow with so FOB
dougie fresh These dudes MP3s are awful That's
coming from a rawful copter The DR, the doctor,
getting pissed You're like detox, you don't exist Just an
internet alias, getting dissed Over BM in the PM when I
see him I'll free him from the motherfucking hat, that's
cute Play him off keyboard cat [Double K] BT dub, see
me bellin in the club house LOL'n as I show em what I'm
about Envelopes with a glass knee and a refill They call
me ET so they checkin my ID Repping that PST go and
check OST Remember me? Its MLKK and do it like OJ
and Brentwood fucking up a BLT That shits damn good
better CYA Before you're DOA from the words I display
We don't play, we too PC NYOB ASAP The P be doing it
BCE Go look it up bro, But don't get shook up tho Fuck
around and have a BM so KIM End up like TI caught up
by the PI So we fly under the radar While you wreck
every AR DTRT like moogie When im done BYOB and I
be MOG It's the rhyming illusion, Here's the conclusion:
Don't Quote Me On This DQMOT DQMOT DQMOT DQMOT
DQMOT DQMOT
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